YOUR RELIABLE
PARTNER FOR
POWER COOLING
SOLUTIONS

ENEXIO –
THE LOW RISK DECISION
ENEXIO is a reflection of what we do and what we have
accomplished as a pioneer in the field of power cooling and
water treatment over the decades. It represents a promise
to both our customers and business partners that we –
as a global provider for power cooling and water treatment
solutions – stand for Energy. Engineering. Excellence.

inspired by our profound sense of responsibility for the overall
management of resources and a clean environment. We deliver
excellence and achieve customer satisfaction everywhere in the
world. Our global network of employees work with an unceasing commitment to high quality, ecology and cost effective
products and services.

What our commitment to Energy, Engineering and Excellence
With our experience and pioneering spirit in engineering,
manufacturing and service, we deliver state of the art solutions means for you is that we are a reliable partner who is always
for power plants, water and wastewater applications – always there to meet your expectations with superior results.

AIR COOLED CONDENSERS

HELLER SYSTEM®

WET COOLING TOWERS

2H COMPONENTS & SOLUTIONS

DECADES OF
LEADERSHIP
More than 80 years in the market and a great deal
of success have made us a leading manufacturer and
solutions provider worldwide of both wet and dry
cooling systems. We have a long history delivering
beneficial industry-first technology: We developed
the first Air Cooled Condenser in 1935, we are the
inventor of the Heller technology in 1940 and our
first natural draft wet cooling tower was erected in
1954. Since 1974 we serve the water and wastewater
industry with 2H components and solutions and
revolutionized the waste management in coal-fired
stations with our patented Circumix technology
in 1990.

WE ARE AT
YOUR SIDE

ENEXIO is a global provider with
references all over the world.

WE HAVE THE
RIGHT SOLUTION FOR YOU
Depending on customer requirements, we can provide any
type of cooling solution for power generation efficiency while
assuring cooling water economy. Our rich product portfolio
ranges from all dry air cooled condenser (ACC) and Heller
technologies to all wet cooling towers, with limitless dry/wet
combination systems and evaporative add-on solutions
in between.
In addition to our core power cooling solutions, we also
offer cooling tower, water and wastewater components
that ensure a high degree of operating safety and environmental protection. The ecological Circumix technology —

as a comprehensive solution to ash and waste water management in coal fired stations — completes our extensive portfolio.
The diversity of our designs provides customers with extremely
eco-friendly solutions and a minimum of operating and
maintenance costs. Underlining our responsibility as a reliable
partner, we also offer customers comprehensive maintenance
and spare parts service, developing and manufacturing all of
the main components at our own production sites.
Experience ENEXIO!

